
Brett Knox
Hero Character

Character name: Jean
Age: 14
Place of origin: The New United Nations

Family members and Friends Brief biography

● Father: Jarod
● Mother: Mary
● Brother: Devon
● Sister: Carol
● Friend: Brittany
● Moral Code: Never be the one to

start the fight. Know when and how
to avoid confrontations. When you
must fight, strike fast and
overwhelm your opponent.

● Jarod trains Jean in Muay Thai and
Jiujitsu. Jarod is sent to war and is
supposedly killed in combat.

● Jean’s outlet for his anger is
participating in street fights to earn
money for his family while his
mother works and takes care of
Jean’s siblings.

● Oftentimes times, Jean disregards
his father’s moral code, but Brittany
remembers who he was before his
father went MIA.

● Jean attends Blue Falcon Middle.
The school has a program where
the students are digitized into
cyberspace, where they run trial
war games.

● The students don’t realize they are
being tested to see if they will later
join the government group Firewall,
which runs Cyber Warfare and
Counter Cyber Warfare against
other countries.

Two truths about the character One lie the character tells about themself

● It’s better to be strong than allow
anyone to step on you.

● Love is a distraction from your
dreams.

● Compassion makes you weak.

Appearance details Enemies

● Wears a black beanie
● A large black shirt with a dripping

● Just about every male student at
his school is his enemy.



white insignia of a revolutionary rap
group

● Black jeans
● Black and White Air Forces
● Height: 5’7”
● Skin: Dark Brown
● Eyes: Black
● Hair: White
● Build: Slim Athletic
● Birthmark: Flamethrower-shaped

birthmark, running from his wrist to
up his forearm

● He often walks around with his
hands in his pockets and wears a
menacing scowl.

● A gentle punk. At school, he has a
brooding attitude and yearns for
someone to pick a fight with him.
At home, he is a kind and gentle
older brother and son. He takes on
a more depressing persona with his
mother, and even though they fight
over his behavior in school, he still
remains respectful.

● He loves fighting bullies, even if it
involves getting jumped or losing.

● Warren is his friendly rival. Warren
is a quiet student. After school,
Jean saw Warren was about to get
jumped behind the school. Jean
often saw Warren as weak, allowing
the other students to pick on him.
But Jean witnesses Warren fight
three other students by himself.
Jean is astonished, and Warren
walks away without a word. When
Jean confronts Warren at school,
he asks, “Why allow yourself to be
picked on?” Warren’s answer is,
“Because everyone has hardships.
The ones that act out the most are
often the ones suffering the most.”

● Warren reminds Jean of his father,
even upholding his moral code.

● The Crows are a street gang that
constantly tries to recruit Jean into
their ranks. They fight from time to
time, but there is mutual respect
between Jean and the gang.

● The Raiders are a rival gang of The
Crows. They are harsh and use
dirty tactics to fight.


